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to identify ways of using numerical 
ofelecroorncagneticir1te1ferenc:e (EMI). First, two canonical. 

crn1fi£~unttiom that need to me modeled. 
nnmh1enof 1mrne:iical ele:ctrorrtagne!:ic rr1odeli11g !(x:hniques were evaluated to determine their 

None of the currently available appears 
to be a very practical approach, however techniques that combine a surface integral method 
with a finite method show considerable promise. 

Manufacturers of electronic equipment are taking more of an interest in the amount of 
elecctlunia~~netic radiation that emanates from their products. This is due to strict laws 
ele:cn·on1af~etic interference (EMI) and the high cost of shields, filters, and other EMI 
fixes required to make an ot.1-ierwise meet these Many ""'"'""'";,,. 

full-time EMI who view every electronic system as an electromagnetic radiation 
how and why different configurations radiate, these engineers work at 

t.11.at meet the radiation at the lowest cost. 

Traditionally, EMI have 
thumb, and intuitive models to guide them in design choices. 
rules-of-thumb that apply in some situations may not apply in others. modeling te{;hnio11es 
such as circuit, transmission line, or bask antenna models only work well wben the source and all 

however are not obvious 
nnvi•~+a . .t or Therefore, the tools 

rernainin2 for EMI engineers in most cases are measurements of the system or its components. 
Untmtm1a1ie1v. practical measurements can not be made without hardware and this is not 
usually available early in a development when critical design decisions are being made. 
Also, measured results in the absence of a l11eoretical model can be misleading and do not necessarily 
suggest how a should be modified to minimize radiated emissions. 

Numerical and microwave 
system analysis, have had on EMI source Some work immlv1r"' 

the of components and cables has been done, but the swpe of this work is limited and 
these are not widely The primary reason for this is that the types 
of problems that EMI engineers would like to model cannot be by available numerical 

In the section, two representing the type of problems EMI 
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l: Canonical Printed Circuit Boam Model 

engineers need to be able to model are described and the extent to which numerical t<".c'.h11>im1e~ can 
be used to model these is discussed. 

Cimooicat EMI Soorces 

l. It consists of two circuits mounted on opposite 
sides of a thin, dielectric-coated metal plate. This configu:ration is similar to a board 
environment with components on one side of the board and traces on the other. A model like this 

used by EMI engineers to answer questicms 
circuits. Prominent features of this include its electrically small-to-resonant size, the 
presence of a dielectric, the thin metal plate with wires attached to both sides, the unbounded 
geometry, and the close of the circuit 
leads to the plate. 

Surface integral based on the 
method-of-moments can be very efficient a! 

small-to-resonant radiation 
However, they are not wen-suited to 

modeling con tarn mg 
dielectrics or wires attached to opposite sides of a 
thin plate. 

Finite such as the finite element 
method, finite difference. time domain, finite 
volume time domain and transmission line matrix 
tec:nn1qr1es excel at analyzing complex, in
homogeneous configurations with both conduc
tors and dielectrics. However, these tecnn1qt1es 

that a 3-dimensional grid be constructed 
throughout the entire volume to be analyzed. For 
unbounded radiation this grid quickly 
grows very large. A great deal of co:mp:ut:ltlc'n 
may be even for relatively simple 
geomet..ries. Figure 2: Canonical EMI Source Model 
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The configuration in Figure I is not large, but it is unbounded. It also requires a detailed 
in the vicinity of the wires because of their proximity to the plate. Because of these constraints, the 
author has not been able to locate a readily available computer code capable of analyzing this type 
of configuration efficiently. However finite techniques such as the finite volume time domain and 
finite element methods could be applied to this problem given sufficient computer 
resources. 

Although !he configuration in Figure 1 represents an important class of EMI problems, printed 
circuit cards rarely exist isolated from other sources or conductors. The in Figure 2 
is more of an EMI source configuration [l]. It consists of a printed circuit board configura
tion with a partial metal enclosure and an attached cable. Assuming that the cable is shielded, all 
of the currents contributing to the EMI can be assumed ro flow on the outer surface and in most 
cases, the cable ca11 be modeled with a solid wire. Like the model in Figure l, this configuration 
contains dielectrics and thin plates with multiple wire attachments making surface integral techni
ques impractical. However, because of the presence of the relatively long 
are also impractical. This is because creating a throughout a volume large enough to contain 
the card, shield, wire, and the entire near field of the source results in a problem that is '-'""'"""i"'°a'u''° 
from a computational standpoint. Although the model in Figure 2 a relatively simple 
EMI source, it cannot be analyzed effectively by any existing This illustrates 
why numerical modeling techniques are not commonly used to model EMI sources. 

Hybrid 1ec!tmic1ues 

Surface integral techniques such as most moment method techniques and the boundary element 
method are very efficient at long, thin wires and large conductive surfaces. Finite 
tec:nn1q11es are best at modeling inhomogeneous Therefore, it makes sense to 
combine a surface technique with a finite technique in order to take advamage of the best 
properties of each. A number of methods have been that combine two 
tecnmqu;es [2-6]. the '-'-''·'");tm1u<m 

teclm:1que best suited to each region is in that region and conditions are enforced 
at the interface between regions. For example, a hybrid moment method finite element recnn:1qu.e 

a finite element the small volume containing the card and inside surface 
of the shieid in 2. A moment method technique would simultaneously he applied to the 
surface defined by the wire, shield, and the boundary with the finite 

So far, no one has implemented a teehnique of awilvLl••E 

2 or most types of interest to EMI However progress continues 
to be made in this area. Wnile most numerical methods appear to have fundamental limitations that 
will prevent them from ever being efficiently applied to most EMI sources, hybrid techniques have 
the potential to overcome these limitations. 

EMI have not yet benefitted significantly from the numerical techniques that have 
revolutionized the antenna and microwave fields. The two simple configurations 
presented here illustrate some of the difficulties with applying numerical techniques to 
EMI source models. Hybrid techniques that combine a surface integral method with a finite method 
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to be the best long-term approach, however more development of these techniques is 

Hopefully, the rate at which progress in this area is being achieved, an algorithm 
of analyzing the configurations here is not far off. Once such an algorithm is 
implemented, it will become one of the most powerful tools available to EMI '°":'°"'"""~· 
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